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Our Town

Printworks opened on September 5,
1980, with an exhibit called “The Art
of the Poster,” featuring works by the
likes of Matisse, Miro, Chagall, and
De Chirico, some of which were
signed limited editions. Soon artists
who taught at the School of the Art
Institute started bringing in their
work. “At that time nobody was really
into selling prints by Chicago print-
makers,” says Block. The gallery kept

afloat in its early years thanks to cor-
porate clients who were interested in
works on paper because they “didn’t
have to spend a fortune.” 

Hiebert’s father, an inventor and
self-made businessman, was leery of
the enterprise. “He said you should
never have a business partner,” Hiebert
says. “He’d never heard of a partner-
ship that could last. But my parents
absolutely fell in love with Sidney.”

A rent increase prompted
Printworks to move to its current
location in 1983. The two figure
they were the tenth gallery to settle
into the burgeoning River North
district. (“I know it was early
because in the morning you could
park anywhere,” says Hiebert.) By
1984 Hiebert was able to quit his
job at a medical-supply company;
the following year Block went part-
time at the graphic design firm. He
retired from it in 1990.

Also in 1984, Leon Golub walked

into the gallery. An internationally
known painter of huge, provocative
political canvases, Golub left
Chicago in 1959 for Paris and then
New York but was still closely iden-
tified with his hometown. “Nobody
knows about my prints,” Block
remembers Golub saying. “Do you
guys ever take on new people?” In
1985 the gallery held a show of his
prints and drawings concurrently
with a Golub retrospective at the
Museum of Contemporary Art and
exhibits of his paintings at two
other galleries. 

The show put Printworks on the
map. Hiebert and Block sold many
of the pieces, some to museums like
the Tate Gallery, the National
Gallery of Australia, and the Art
Institute. “Museum purchases are
the most satisfying, because it vali-
dates what we’re doing,” says
Hiebert. He and Block visited Golub
and his wife, artist Nancy Spero, at
their SoHo studio often until his
death in August 2004. They tried to
interest a curator at the Museum of
Modern Art in some of Golub’s litho-
graphs, but its purchase committee
took a pass. “Leon admired us for
our chutzpah,” Hiebert says. “He
always made us feel special.” 

A s word got around, other
established artists from New

York and the midwest—including
Philip Pearlstein, Ellen Lanyon,
Richard Hunt, and Hollis Sigler
—brought their pieces to Print-
works. The gallery’s roster now
includes 50 artists, from imagists
such as Robert Lostutter and Karl
Wirsum to mid-career artists 
such as Michiko Itatani and
Nicholas Sistler.

Many exhibit bigger-ticket items
like canvases elsewhere, but that
suits Hiebert and Block fine.
“Painting galleries mostly don’t want
to have anything to do with prints or
drawings,” Block says. “They don’t
want to open their drawers and go
through 30 or 50 prints and explain
prices. No. They want you to take

that big, expensive painting off the
wall and walk out the door with it.”

Mark Pascale, associate curator of
prints and drawings at the Art
Institute, says that works on paper

bring in “minuscule amounts of
money” compared to other pieces.
Many of Printworks’ sell for three
figures, with high-end pieces by

continued from page 14

Boutique of the Week

E lizabeth Floersheimer has been fashionable
as long as she can remember (“I dressed in
pin-striped suits in seventh grade,” she
says), but what she really wanted was to

be in the movies. Her dream was sidelined by
her own fears and the arrival of two children
until two years ago, when she began taking
classes at Second City. But then destiny
stepped in. About a year and a half ago,
Floersheimer started making her
own handbags, and when strangers
started stopping her on the street to ask
about them, she knew she had a viable business

idea. She started selling
them at parties, and last
month opened Eliana Lily,
named after her daugh-
ter, right down the

block from Second City on North Wells.
Floersheimer’s bags are the focus of the
store; she offers seven different styles,
including the Florence, a long bucket

purse she originally made for a trip to Italy that can be
slung over the shoulder with a strap or carried by two

wide metal rings. Customers can choose from ready-
made bags or customize with different handles, fab-
rics, and leather. The boutique also offers a careful-
ly chosen array of accessories and clothing with a
decidedly dressy bent, like tunics in washable

chocolate cashmere and wide-sleeved V-neck silk
chiffon dresses in red and black with gold and
silver embroidery. Floersheimer will even
“restyle” items languishing in customers’ clos-
ets—turning a mink stole into a shrug or a
bag, or both, for example. With its white vel-
vet curtains, fur rugs, and mirrored walls,
the interior is a crisp, modern take on an
art deco boudoir that cries out for a dry
martini. As it happens, Floersheimer also
rents the space for private events: birth-
days, wedding showers, “divorce par-
ties.” “Drinking and shopping,” she

says. “How often do you get to do
both?” —Heather Kenny

Eliana Lily
1628 N. Wells
312-337-0999
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haute to homemade
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FIGHT IGNORANCE 
FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

Straight Dope
T-Shirts  $10
Available 
M, L, XL, XXL

Straight Dope Mugs  
$10

AAvvaaiillaabbllee oonnlliinnee aatt TThhee SSttrraaiigghhtt DDooppee SSttoorree aatt
wwwwww..cchhiiccaaggoorreeaaddeerr..ccoomm
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By Liz Armstrong

MANLY MAN
Vagabond House silver-plated stag horn mug,
to add to his faux mantiques collection. |  $65,
vivre.com

Philippe Starck’s Visual Clocks for Oregon
Scientific are radio controlled, picking up the
weather as well as the time and date, and can
project the hour onto a nearby wall or ceiling. In

three sizes, with a red, yel-
low, or gray face. |  $100-
$325, oregonscientific.com

GREEN THUMB
The Nyokki is sort of a more modern,
way more adorable Chia Pet. Fill the
glazed ceramic egg, painted to look like
a chick, frog, or monkey, with soil media
and rye grass seed, water, and trim grass
into hairstyles. |  $9.95, Sprout Home

MUSIC FAN
Aesthetic Apparatus’s screen-printed band posters
are nicer than most and they make extra copies to
sell. |  $20, aestheticapparatus.com

Make sure that cute musician friend of yours can
hear you in ten years with a gift certificate for
custom-molded earplugs.  |  $150, Sensaphonics;
they also recommend a hearing test, $100

Plug the Audi-Oh into an iPod and the
silicone butterfly dances to the beat on
her cootch. |  $69.95, grandopening.com 

NESTER
The 125-year-old underwear maker Schiesser combines
superfine cotton with eagle-eyed craftsmanship.
Allegedly they barely even shrink. |  $35-$60, Hejfina

Aseana offers 100 percent cash-
mere throws in your choice of

600 stock colors. None of those
exactly right? Pick any Pantone color. |

From $280, aseanalounge.com

Brightly colored hot water bottle printed
with shiny roses, covered in fabric

and sequins, or in the shape of a
duckie, fish, or heart. |  $5-$30,

Merz Apothecary

Thoughts That Count
Looking for that special something that won’t be everyone else’s special something?
We can help.

ACCESSORIZER
Uniqueness is key when it comes to baubles. Boutique owner
Robin Richman and her underlings make all sorts of one-of-a-
kind doodads from vintage notions, trinkets, and fabrics. |  
$30-$200, Robin Richman

Self-taught metalsmith Katie Kordowski makes delicate
but oversize hand-hammered jewelry out of silver,
copper, and tiny semiprecious gem nuggets. Most items
are one of a kind, but she will make reproductions or
take custom orders. |  $20-$150, Unique So Chic or
dollybirddesign.com for custom requests
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PRAGMATIST
Comme des Garcons’ soft but sturdy few-to-no-frills
leather pouches, wallets, and envelopes, in matte
neutrals and glossy brights. |  $147-$179, Hejfina

ShedRain’s WindPro Jumbo Mini Umbrella has a
54-inch canopy that folds down to 141/4 inches, and it’s
designed to resist turning inside out in a strong wind. |
$36, REI

Simple, classic Moroccan woven straw carryall totes
with durable leather handles and rugged rivets are good for
shopping, picnics, or home decoration. |  $28-$38, Scout
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FRIEND IN NEED . . . OF AN OUTLET
Blogging takes too much time, and besides there are no good gadgets involved. 
M-Audio’s Podcast Factory includes a microphone, external audio interface, and
recording and editing software. |  $179.95, for a list of stores see m-audio.com

Mattel’s Vidster is the digital-age successor to Fisher-Price’s
sought-after Pixelvision camera, great for making lo-fi home
movies. It comes with 32MB of built-in memory and incredibly
simple software. |  $79.99, various big-box electronics stores

CRAFTY BEAVER
Trendy knitting shops Nina and Knit 1 offer knitting and
crocheting classes, gorgeous yarn, and gift certificates for
both. Visit their sites for prices and options. |  knit1chgo.com,
ninachicago.com 

Beta Tools, an Italian company, makes toolboxes, tool chests,
and rolling cabinets that look like modern furniture. In fact,
they’d look just as good holding jewelry, or flatware, or. . . |  $56-
$2,145, betatoolsusa.com

Craft guru Jenny Hart’s DIY pillowcase embroi-
dery kit comes with everything you’ll need from
start to finish, including your choice of four of

her retro-modern pattern packets. |  $32.50,
sublimestitching.com

BIKE DORK
Hokey Spokes are transparent blades that
attach to spokes; pedaling triggers LEDs inside
them to display trippy light patterns or text

that can be customized. |
$29.95-$39.95 per blade,

hokeyspokes.com

PET LOVER
The people behind Why Paint Cats, a hilarious and slightly dis-
turbing faux art book with large, beautiful photos of cats “paint-
ed” like an Indian chief, a sunbather, a fairy, and other distinctly
nonfeline characters, have made a 2006 calendar.  |  $12.95,

various bookstores

Those tinkling metal tags get really annoy-
ing after a while, don’t they? Funkeration
Manufactury’s handmade, rock-hard

epoxy clay tags are one of a kind and
can be customized as you like. |

$25, funkeration.com

Why lock your dog up
like a criminal when
she can lounge in a
modern pod?
Bowhaus crates
come in two sizes for
dogs up to 50 pounds;
the big one has to be
special ordered. |
$395-$590, Barker &
Meowsky
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KIDS OF ALL AGES
It’s Finnish for “elephant”: the adorable Norsu molded-plastic piggy bank, in various
rainbow colors. |  $14, Penelope’s

Vladimir, a twentysomething projectionist from Oregon, has been crowned World
Champion of Experimental Film at the Portland Documentary and Experimental Film
Festival two years running for her homemade View-Master reels, constructed from
stills she designed and shot of toys and found objects. Some are based on classic lit,
including Italo Calvino’s Invisible Cities and Franz Kafka’s parables; some come with 
mini-CD sound tracks. |  $16-$18 including shipping, vladmaster.com.

Of course you need a View-Master to watch; you can
get a simple, classy black model from the same site

($7) or a refurbished old-stock deluxe model from
studio3d.com ($60 or $75).

FOODIE
Dim Sum: A Pocket Guide by Kit Shan Lee. Stick a note
inside that says “I’ll take you out for some buns,” then
spring for a meal at Happy Chef Dim Sum (2164 S.
Archer, 312-808-3689). |  $8.95, various bookstores

Oriel Wines sells handmade varietals from fancy-pants
vintners like Dr. Alain Raynaud (Chateau Quinault, St. Emilion)
and Paolo Caciorgna (Rocche dei Manzoni, Piemonte). |  
$15-$100 per bottle, $199 per quarter, orielwines.com 

Unique classes at the Andersonville kitchenware boutique Wooden Spoon
have covered braising, cake decorating, and re-creating recipes from fancy
joints like Naha and Topolobampo; students can pay with gift certificates,
hint hint. |  $45-$65, Wooden Spoon

Where to buy
Barker & Meowsky |  1003 W. Armitage  |  773-868-0200

The Container Store |  908 W. North  |  312-654-8450

Hejfina |  1529 N. Milwaukee  |  773-772-0002

Knit 1 |  3823 N. Lincoln  |  773-244-1646

Merz Apothecary |  4716 N. Lincoln  |  800-252-0275

Nina |  1655 W. Division  |  773-486-8996

Penelope’s |  1913 W. Division  |  773-395-2351

REI |  Four Flags Shopping Center  |  8225 W. Golf, Niles  |  847-470-9090

Robin Richman |  2108 N. Damen  |  773-278-6150

Sensaphonics |  660 N. Milwaukee  |  312-432-1714

Scout |  5221 N. Clark  |  773-275-5700

Sprout Home |  745 N. Damen  |  312-226-5950

Unique So Chic |  4600 N. Magnolia  |  773-561-0324

Wooden Spoon |  5047 N. Clark  |  773-293-3190

ARCHITECTURE BUFF
Buy ’em a sleepover in one of Frank Lloyd
Wright’s final commissions, the cozy Seth
Peterson Cottage, just outside the
Wisconsin Dells. The agency that handles
bookings is already taking reservations
well into 2006, and the deposit is nonre-
fundable, but gift certificates are available
and if you call at the beginning of the
month you can sometimes grab a couple
days someone else has forfeited. There’s
usually a two-night minimum. |  $225 a
night December-March, $275 the rest of
the year, plus $30 reservation fee,
sethpeterson.org
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NARCISSIST
Send his photo to PhotoStamps and they’ll make you 
custom stamps you can send through the USPS. (If you’re
the narcissist, send your own photo.) |  $16.99 for 20 37-
cent stamps, photostamps.com

Make an action figure out of her with a minimum of a cou-
ple photos. |  $450 for the first (or $525 for a talking model),
copies are $39.95 (or $59.95) each, herobuilders.com 

a
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Homemade Limoncello

Materials: 
Lemon zester or vegetable peel
Strainer
Gigantic pot
Ten quarter-liter glass flasks ($2.99 each,
Container Store)
Funnel 
Metallic permanent marker 

Ingredients: 
One 750 ml jug plus one half pint vodka 
2 pounds lemons
6 cups water
21/2 cups sugar

Zest lemons in long strips; leave out pith.
Put zest into the vodka and let stand in the
dark for between 3 and 40 days, shaking
at least twice a day. In the meantime, dec-
orate flasks with metallic marker. Even a
simple Limoncello looks nice.

On day three the peels should be
pale, indicating that the oil has
been extracted. Heat water and
sugar over low heat until
sugar dissolves into clear
simple syrup. Let cool to
room temperature. Pour in
infused vodka through
strainer—you don’t want
the zest. Stir. Funnel
vodka into bottles and
store in freezer—limon-
cello is best served
chilled. Tell your loved
ones that; they’ll think
you’re sophisticated.

ANTICONSUMERIST

Infused Oil and Vinegar

This is so easy you might think you’re doing it wrong, 
but it’s fairly time-consuming so plan accordingly.

Materials:
Gigantic pot
Tongs
Stainless steel or enamel pots, preferably with pourer
Small funnel
Coffee filters
Fine mesh strainer
Large bowl
Cruets or decanters ($4.99-$6.99 each, Container Store) or, 
if you’re on a budget, used soy- or hot-sauce bottles with 
the labels removed. Six ounces is big enough; you don’t 
want to give much more of this stuff because it will start 
to go bad after a few weeks.  

Ingredients for six ounces of infused oil:
1 cup plain olive oil 
Fresh herbs (one four-inch sprig, torn or crushed in hand),
pepper flakes (one teaspoon), garlic (four peeled and halved
cloves), nuts (1/4 cup), lemon zest (one long peel), roots (one
inch-long chunk), or any other goodies you want in there
(just eyeball ’em)

Ingredients for six ounces of infused vinegar:
11/2 cups white wine, red wine, or balsamic vinegar with at
least 5 percent acidity (it will say on the bottle)
Fresh fruit (a cup of berries or a handful of slices), tea (one
bag), herbs, or anything else (see specifics for oil). Seriously,
go wild—it’s hard to screw this up. 
Combine unusual but complementary sets of ingredients that
can stand alone or be mixed together to make a dressing.
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Some suggestions (all use white wine vinegar unless otherwise noted):
Banana pepper oil with pomegranate or balsamic pear vinegar
Oregano and sun-dried chile oil and basil vinegar 
Garlic, rosemary, peppercorn, and lemon zest oil with 
balsamic red onion vinegar
Garlic, thyme, bay leaf, and red pepper flake oil with 
red wine tarragon vinegar

Wash bottles and boil in big pot to sterilize. Let dry completely.
Simmer oil and ingredients in stainless or enamel pot on medium low
or medium for 15-20 minutes. They’ll get a little crispy and brown but
shouldn’t burn. Put vinegar and ingredients in another pot on low.
Simmer for 10-15 minutes. Don’t boil for more than a few minutes tops.
Let everything cool.

Strain mixtures into bowls. Discard solids. Insert fresh garnish in bot-
tles if desired. Line funnel with coffee filter and pour oil and vinegar
into separate bottles. Attach a note that encourages quick use or
mentions an expiration date. Store in fridge.
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artists like Golub selling for upward
of $6,000. But the gallery has been
able to stay in business, Pascale says,
thanks to a low overhead, an “inter-
esting stable of important artists,”
and its owners’ ability to cultivate
long-term relationships with clients.
“[Printworks] has a print-cabinet
atmosphere where you’ll find a vari-
ety of things—some on the walls,
some in bins, some in drawers,” he
says. “It’s like a one-on-one personal
relationship—you don’t get this
mass-marketing thing at all. That’s
the way dealing was.”

Two years ago Hiebert and
Niffenegger pulled off the most
ambitious of the gallery’s occasional
themed group exhibits: to celebrate
Block’s 80th birthday, they spent 14

months secretly coordinating a col-
laborative project as a surprise gift.
Lured into the nearby Jean Albano
Gallery on December 16, Block was
greeted by hundreds of well-wish-
ers—and The Exquisite Snake, a

serpentine work on paper composed
of foot-long segments by 215 artists.
Jules Feiffer made the head, Ed
Paschke the tail. Hiebert admits
that some of the plotters feared
Block would be too surprised. “I
might have a heart attack,” Block
told an Art on Paper writer covering
the show. “But it would be worth it.”

“The Art of the Bookplate” isn’t as
elaborate, though Niffenegger says
the initial list of artists was “three
times as long as the number of peo-
ple who could be in the show.”
Hiebert got the idea for the exhibit
earlier this year, when he came
across a book, The Art of the
Bookplate by James Keenan, which
featured works by the likes of
Albrecht Durer, William Hogarth,
and Paul Revere. “We thought it

would be fun to do it in a contem-
porary vein,” Hiebert says. 

But for Hiebert and Block, “con-
temporary” is often only a relative
term. “I love them because they’re
extremely old-fashioned,” says
Niffenegger. “They’ve got their
roles. They don’t tread on each
other. They’re very kind and courtly
and low-key in a certain way that
makes them easy to be with, so I can
see how they’ve managed to be
together for so long.”

“Somebody once said that, not
counting spouses, you only have one
or two good friends in your lifetime,”
says Hiebert. “And obviously,
Sidney’s mine.”

“I feel the same way,” says Block. “I
feel very privileged to do this with
Bob every day.”   v

[snip] Fear of flying. “Imagine that it is 1900,” writes J. Storrs Hall of Nanorex Inc. in the Futurist. “Some people (like the Wright brothers)
believe heavier-than-air flight is possible, and others don’t. Some people have become alarmed by the idea, and they spin out a scenario in
which a group of bandits builds a plane, at the level of a World War II B29 bomber. In 1900, such a group could have leveled Washington
without resistance and dictated terms to the country. An alarmist might well have drawn such a picture and urged that heavier-than-air
research be banned. People building kites and wood-and-silk gliders would have scoffed at the proposed capabilities of a B29. . . . Such
alarmism and scoffing can clearly be seen in public discussions of nanotechnology today. Neither side has a handle on the truth.” —HH

continued from page 16
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